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ABSTRACf.

This paper deals with sparse linear systems which arise among other cases when solving boun

dary value problems. These matrices have a bidiagonal blockstructure plus potentially some

nontrivial blocks as last column and or row. The analogy with BVP is employed to relate it to

theory of discretized ODE. The underlying structure of the solution space, following from

well-conditioning, then induces a direct solution method (based on decoupling). The strategy is

shown to work for fairly general cases.

This paper is in final form and will not be published elsewhere. We gratefully acknowledge a

grant from the Koninklijke Nederlandse Academie der Wetenschappen (Royal Dutch Academy

of Sciences).



1. Introduction.

A number of problems in numerical analysis leads to the fonnulation of a linear system where

the (sparse) matrix typically has a structure as in fig. 1.1.
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Fig. 1.1

Here x stands for a matrix which is n x n in the left upper part (as indicated by the dotted

line), has m rows in the last block row and has m columns in the last block column.

In principle we need not require that the square blocks be nonsingular, but for our analysis it is

helpful to have some simplifying assumptions. For a paper which deals with more general

cases we masy e.g. refer to [7]. Matrices as in (1.1) arise, for instance, in system theory and

in numerical solutions of boundary value problem (BVP) for differential equations. For a gen

eral nonlinear BVP, one usually solves via linearization, Le. by a sequence of linear problems

in which the Jacobian of some sort gives rise to a matrix as in fig. 1.1. As can be found in [1],

most numerical methods actually lead (possibly after some fonn of condensation) to a multiple

shooting system of which the left upper part in fig. 1.1 is reminiscent. Actually, in this paper

we like to employ this fact by relating such matrices to special BVP. This will enable us to use

a number of important results of the theory of those problems for establishing a stable direct

method for solving linear systems with such a matrix.

To this end we first consider general linear ODE of the fonn

(1.1)

where

dx =L(t) x + C(t) A+ I(t), a~ t ~ ~
dt
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L : [a,p] -+ R lWI

C : [a, P] -+ R Mm

x ,j : [a,p] -+ R II

After discretisation of (1.1) by say a difference method we obtain, possibly after condensation

(e.g. a local "shooting" approach), a difference equation for the solution at certain nodes,

tl' ... ,tN say. If we neglect discretisation errors, we can write

(l.2a) Xi = x (ti)

(1.2b) XT = (xr ,xl; 'J.,.T),

for the unknown solution values. In a multiple shooting framework, we typically get a

difference equation

By writing

(1.3b) (Fl)T = err, ... ./1;-1),

and

(1.4)

the discretised ODE results in the following set of equations

(To fix thoughts, often Bi =-I for multiple shooting and thus Ai represents the incremental

matrix, going from ti to ti+l)

As for the boundary conditions (BC), we let them be of the form

N
(1.6a) L Mi X(ti) + EN A. =b

i=1

where
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bERn, C E R m

(More general Be are also possible, but (1.6) is sufficiently general, given tl' ... ,tN)'

Clearly (1.6) gives rise to n + m additional equations

(1.7) A Z X = F Z,

where

(1.8a)

(1.8b) F
Z = [~]

There are several special cases which deserve a special consideration:

I Two Point BVP:

C l' CN}
PI' PN are absent

EN' EN+l

M z = ... =MN- l = 0

II Multipoint BVP:

C l , CN}
Pl' PN are absent

EN' EN+I

III Two point parameter BVP:

M z = ... =MN-l=O

In section 2 we discuss the properties of the underlying subspaces in each of the cases I, II.

ITI. The more general structure of the matrix A. defined by
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(1.9) A = [~: ]

will then be dealt with in section 3. The basic algorithm on which our method is built is given

in section 4. Finally, we show how this is used to solve the general problem.

(1.10) AX =F,

where
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2. On dichotomy and (skew) polychotomy

The various kinds of BVP have solution spaces with a potentially different character. This is a

very important aspect as our direct methodes for solving (1.10) will be based on finding a

stable way for actually determining this solution space.

Let us consider the homogeneous part of (1.3a)

(2.1)

and let us denote by {<1>; }~I a fundamental system of (2.1). In order to derive some proper

ties for {<1>; }, we shall assume throughout this paper that II A-III is not large:

Assumption 2.2 Let le be a not large positive constant and let II A-III ~ le. 0

For the simplest case, with two point BC, a simple splitting of the solution space can be indi

cated in which the Green's function (burried in A-I) is used, cf [2,3]. We summarize the

discrete analogue of [3] in the following

Property 2.3 (case I, Two Point BVP).

If C I' '" ,CN , PI' PN , EN ,EN+I are absent and M 2 = ... = MN_I =0, then it is not

restrictive to assume that {<1>; }f!1 is dichotomic ,Le. there exists an orthogonal projection P
with

II <1>; P <1>;ltll ~ le, i > j

II <1>; (I -P) <1>;1111 ~ le, i S j

o

From this property if follows e.g. for a solution {~; }, with ~; =<1>; c , C E R",

II ~;I1 II <1>; Pc II max" <1>; P <1>;11 Y " .,
= ~ 0 - ~ le, l »

" ~j+11I " <1>j+1 Pc " Y * "Y "

In other words, {~; } is "non-increasing". Similarly {'I'; }, with '1'; =<1>; (I -P)d , d E R" is

a "non-decreasing" solution. Moreover, dichotomy implies that the two thus indicated solution

subspaces cannot be directionally close (cf [2]).

For multipoint BC there exists the following generalisation (see [4]).

Property 2.4 (case n, Multipoint BVP)

If C I' ... ,CN , PI, PN ' EN ,EN+I are absent, then it is not restrictive to assume that

{<1>; }~1 in polychotomic , i.e. there exist orthogonal projections PI' .. , Pi , I S n with
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1 1

L Pj =I, L rank(Pj ) =n
j=l j=l

and corresponding indices 1 = ii' ... ,il = N such that

Ie

II cf)i (L Pj) cf);:!.lll S lC, ile Sj < ile+1 , i > j
j=l

/I

II cf)i ( L Pj ) cf)j;dl S lC, ile Sj < ile+lo i Sj
j=k+l

I]

Hence for multipoint BVP we see that on each interval [ti ,ti ] the solution space is dicho-
i .+1

tomic, but that the dimension of the "non-increasing" mode subspace may increase from

[tii ' tii+l] to [tii +1' tii +2].

As before the subspaces do not make small angles. So a typical solution may be either "non

decreasing" or "non-increasing" everywhere, or may be "non-decreasing" till some point ti
i

'

after which it becomes "non-increasing". In fig. 2.1 we have sketched these three possibilities.

Fig. 2.1

Finally, we have

Property 2.5 (case lll, Two Point BVP with parameters)

If M 2= ... =MN =0, then it is not restrictive to assume that {cf)i }f:l is
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skew polychotomic, i.e. there exist orthogonal projections PI' ... ,PI' 1:S; n, with
I I

1: Pj =I , 1: rank.(Pj ) =n and corresponding indices 1 =i, ... ,il =N such that
j=l j=l

t
ncI>j+l (1:=Pj ) cI>i1,,:s; 1C, it :s; j < it +1 , i > j

j=l

/I

"cI>j+l ( 1: Pj ) cI>;-1" :s; 1C, it :s; j :s; ik+l' i :s; j
j=k+l

Hence for parameter BVP we see that again the solution space is dichotomic intelVal wise, but

that the dimension of the non -decreasing mode subspace may increase from [t; ,ti ] to
I 1+1

[ t;1+1 ' t;1+2]' So a typical solution may either be "non-increasing" or "non-decreasing" or be

"non-increasing" till some point til after which it berowes "non-decreasing". In fig 2.1 we have

sketched these three possibilities.

Fig. 2.2

It should be noted that case IT is related to case ill in that after some manipulation a matrix

arising in one case can be viewed as the transpose of the other. To see these, consider e.g. case

IT.

Here we have
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Al B 1 C1

A2 B 2 C2

(2.6) A=
AN-1 BN-1 CN- 1

M1 0 0 MN EN
PI 0 0 PN EN+1

After writing the first block row of AT last we obtain

AT '- AJ-I
(2.7) .-

BJ-l MJ pJ
cf cI CJ-I E'{; E'{;+l
A IT 0 0 Mf pf

Next we realize that the last two block columns (with n and m columns respectively) constitute

a[~lc]olumn rank (= D+m) system. Hence il is nol restrictive to ~;me pI; = O. Since now

P f must have rank m we may permute the last m + n rows of A in order to have a non-

singular block at the place of EJ+I' For simplicity let us assume that EJ+I is already non

singular; then we can use this to eliminate cf, .,. ,CJ-I , EJ, thereby producing potential

fill-in in the last block row, Summarizing, there exists a well-conditioned equivalence transfor

mation for AT giving a matrix AT say with

Bf AI
BI Ar

(2.8) AT '- AJ-I.-
BJ-I MJ 0

0 0 0 EJ+I
* * * *

obviously, we can eliminate the last block variable, which effectively means deleting the N-th

block row and (N + l)-st block column (both of rank m). Clearly the resulting matrix is of

type II.
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3. The structure of the solution space, general case •

Now consider the general case where A has the fonn as in fig. 1.1, Le. we have a multipoint

parameter problem. The situation here is more complicated. Rather than analyzing it in detail,

we shall consider an example to illustrate this. Since the solution methods we shall propose

later only work for any of the cases I, n or m, mentioned before, this will be sufficient to

motivate our approach for the more general case.

Consider the following matrix A

eO -10 00 0
01 O-e 00 0
00 10 -eO 1

(3.1) A = 00 0 e 0 -1 0 ,£ > 0
10 00 00 0
00 01 00 0
00 00 10 1

From (3.1) we see

(3.2a) [~ ~] <1>1 = [6 ~ ]<1>2

(3.2b) [6 ~ ]<1>2 = [~~] <1>3

Writing <1>; = [4>/1 4>1 ], we may identify {4>/ }, {4>1} as follows

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

1 _
4>1 - [6] ' 4>i = [~J, ~ = (6 ]

[~], (4)£) = [?], 4>l = [~]
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see fig. 3.1

1 2 3

Fig. 3.1

In other words, since these basis modes are clearly directionally well separated, we may con

clude that there is no polychotomic, no skew polychotomic fundamental solution. Yet, the
matrix A is well conditioned. For, if we premultiply A by

1

o 1

1 0 1
(3.4) L '-.- 1

1

1

o 0 -1 0 0 0 1

we see that L A is a pennutation matrix perturbed by a matrix of nonn ::: e. Hence we con

clude that II A-III S; 2(1 +e) =: le.

However, we may reduce, at the expense of increasing the dimension of the recursion, the gen

eral problem to a multipoint BVP, giving the possibility to identify the resulting subspace as

polychotomic. We proceed as follows:

Write

(3.5) Zi = [i ]
For the sake of simplicity we take Bj = -I for i = 1, ... ,N -1 from now on. Then we



From (3.6) and (3.7) we find the an augmented system

Al C I -I 0

0 1 0 -I
A z Cz -I 0

A=
0 1 0 -I

(3.9)

AN- I CN - I -I 0

0 1 0 -I
MI MN- I MN

By obvious pennutations PI' P z we find

Al -I j C I

A z -I

AN- I -I ~ CN - I

(3.6)
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N

[~](3.7) 1: M j Zj = b :=
j=I

where

(3.8a) M I = r'0]P I 0

(3.8b) M j = r' 0] 2.~i~N-l00'

(3.8c) rN EN ]MN = PN En+I

and from (1.6) the multipoint Be

obtain the augmented system.

[
A. c.]

Zj+I = 0 / Zj (+ inh. tenn)

(3.10)
M I M z MN : EN
p; e, "'0" ..p~..r0·· "0 0" "E;~~

: 0 1 -I.

: 1 -I

1

o
-I

o

Finally, after postrnultiplication by the matrix B, defined as
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"(B is partitioned in the same way as A),

we obtain

(3.11) B o-.-

1

1...... .. .. . .. ..
1

1 1

AN - 1 -I CN - 1

M 1 M 2 MN EN CN - 1

"(3.12) AB= PI PN EN+1

1 -I

1 -I

0

From (3.12) we then immediately find

Property 3.1311 A-11l 00 S; 1Coo(l +N(l +max II Ci 1100)
i

-I

1 -I

o 0

I]

We therefore conclude that A has a similar conditioning as A. Now we can use Property 2.4

and deduce that the augmented BVP (3.6), (3.7) has a polychotomic fundamental solution.

Instead of forming (3.5) we may alternatively define

(3.14) Yi := [Xf_1 ]

LM·x·
j=l J J

Then we obtain the following augmented system

(3.15) Yi+1 = [:;i ~] Yi +1 [~] A,

for which we have the two point Be
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By similar arguments as used above for the reduction to a multipoint case, it is not hard to

show now that (3.15), (3.16) constitutes a well conditioned system if A is. Hence we find from

Property 2.5 that the fundamental solution of (3.15) may be thought skew polychotomic.

Whether we prefer the augmented system (3.6) or (3.15) depends mainly on the sizes of the

blocks. Clearly (3.6) involves order 2n matrices. For N not too small the multipoint system

therefore seems to be preferable if m ~ n.

(3.16a)

(3. 16b)
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4. Solution methods

From the preceding sections we deduce that we may restrict ourselves to constructing direct

solvers for cases I, II and III. As has been shown e.g. in [6], a crucial concept in solving BVP

numerically is decoupling. We merely repeat some important aspects here.

Assume we have a dichotomy (on intervals [tjl' tjM] this is always the case)

The method consists of the following major steps

(i) Transform the recursion (2.1) such that the matrices are in upper triangular form. This is

done recursively and an appropiate initialization should take place.

(ii) Compute the various modes of the two ("dichotomic") subspaces as well as an appropiate

particular solution by employing forward and backward recursion of the decoup1ed parts.

(iii) Use superposition to single out the required solution from the BC.

We demonstrate this for a general inhomogeneous recursion (cf [8]). Let

Choose a suitable orthogonal matrix Q1 ; by "suitable" we mean such that the first, say k,

columns of Q1 (if rank(P) = k) span a subspace of initial values of modes that do not belong

to {C1>j P If:l (cf Property 2.3), Le. no "non decreasing" ones. Then compute

(4.2a)

where R 1 is orthogonal and U 1 upper triangular.

Next compute

(4.2b) R-1 B 1 = VI Qi1 ,

where V 1 is upper triangular and Q2 orthogonal.

The general step reads:

Perform a "QU-decomposition":

(4.3a) A- Q. =R· U·I I I I

and a "UQ-decomposition"

(4.3b) Rj-1 Bj = Vj Qj:;\

If we set

(4.4a) M1 := M 1 Q1

(4.4b) MN := MN QN'

and define
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R11

Ri1

(4.5) R '-.-
RN1

I

Ql

Q2
(4.6) (fl '-.-

QN

Then the transfonnation (4.2) - (4.4) result in the following system

VI VI

V 2 V 2

(4.7) A:=RA(fl=

VN- 1 VN- 1

M1 0 0 M N

By introducing new variables

(4.8) xi := Qi-1 Xi ,i i := Ri Ii ,

we see that (4.7) represents a decoupled recursion for {Xi },

(4.9) Vi Xi + Vi Xi+l =i i

U.1
2

]I 11 Ic:dcvl2 ,Vi E R(4.10)

Because of our well conditioning, we have dichotomy, also for the transfonned problem:

Assume rank(p) = k (see Property 2.3). Then partition matrices and vectors like:

[

Vi ll

V·=
I 0

(4.11) Xi = [:::]

We now have

Property 4.12 The partitioning, induced by the dichotomy, implies a decoupling of non

increasing and non decreasing modes. which can therefore be computed separately and in a

stable way.

o
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So, from (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) we find

(4.13a) U 22 - 2 V22-2 f- 2j X j + j X j+l = j

In Property 4.12 it is meant that (4.l3a) is a stable recursion in forward direction, so for
i =1, .,. ,N -1. We also obtain

(4.13b) U 11 - 1 V 11 - 1 f U 12 - 2 V 12 - 2. X· + . X· 1 = . - . x· - . x· 11 1 I 1+ 1 I 1 I 1+

Considering the right hand side in (4.13b) as a source term (known if (4.13a) has been carried

out earlier), it is implied that (4.13b) is a stable recursion in backward direction, so for
i =N-1, ... ,I.

These decoupled recursions are used now to complete both a fundamental solution and some

particular solution. First the computation of a fundamental solution:

Choose

(4. 14a)

and compute <i>i, ... ,<i>~ via the homogeneous part of (4.13a). Then use this to compute

<i>~, ... ,<i>lL from (4.13b), satisfying the "terminal condition"

(4. 14b)

Next, compute a particular solution:

Choose

(4. 15a) -2 0Pl= ,

and compute pi, ... ,P~ via (4.13a). Then choose

(4.15b) P-
1 - 0N - ,

and compute P~-1' .,. ,p I. via (4.13b).

Linearity implies that there exists a vector c such that

(4.16) Xi =<i>j C +Pi,i = 1.... ,N,

which can be found from the BC (cf 4.4)

(4.17) M1Xl+MNXN=b,

Hence we have to solve the th order linear system

Once we have found {Xj} via (4.16) our desired solution {Xj} follows from (cf (4.8) )

For multipoint problems this uniform partitioning may not be stable anymore. as the dichotomy
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may change from interval to interval. However the partitioning of the blocks at the various

intervals can be done in a monotomic way (cf Property 2.4).

This was outlined more precisely in [5]. We shall not go into detail here but remark that the

essential adaptation is rather obvious: One should prescribe that part of the identity matrix as

an "initial-middle-teIminal" value for {ij } where a corresponding "multipoint" condition gives

rise to this. This can be done in practice by monitoring the change in dichotomy pattern (as

actually shown by incremental values found from comparing Uj , Vj). At a point where some

unit vectors serve as "starting values" for certain components of i j we also choose the

corresponding coordinates of p j to be zero.

We illustrate this by the following three point BC (cf (1.6a) )

(4.20) M1 = [~ ~ ~] ,M2 = [~ ~ ~], M3 = [~ ~ ~]
001 000 000

Denoting by superscripts the index of the rows and coordinates in {ij } and {fi j} respectively,

we choose

(4.21a) if =[001]

Then ii is found from the (decoupled) recursion By choosing

(4.21b) ii = [0 I 0]

we can use [&\2] as an initial value on the last interval. For backward recursion we finally set

(4.21c) - 1<1»3 =[1 00],

and compute i~; at this point we augment this part of the fundamental matrix with ii, so use

r***]LolO as "starting value" for backward recursion on the first interval. Schematically, this

yields a fundamental solution {ij } as in fig. 4.1

*=computed forward

!:i. =computed backward

fig. 4.1

In a similar way we find {p j } viz. using the BC
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(4.22) fif=O,fii=o,fil=o

Superposition and backtransfonnation go essentially the same as for the two point case.

With an adaption of argument one can also use such a technique in the skew polychotomic

case, which we shall not dwell upon here. (more details are given in [10])
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5. Conclusions

Given a system A as in fig. 5.1,

~ X X

)( X
')(

X x
)c

)<. X x

>< r;) . . . . .. . .. . . ¢ X X

)( X . . . .. . . .. ...... )( )( x

fig. 5.1

We decide from the last block row/columns, whether we effectively have either of the follow

ing cases

I two-point BVP

II multipoint BVP

III two point BVP with parameters

IV multipoint BVP with parameters

In case I we use the "standard" decoupling technique, outlined in section 4. In cases II and III

we use an adapted decoupling technique (in which a possible change of the dichotomy parti

tioning is accounted for).

Finally, in case IV we rewrite the BVP as either a case II or a case ill BVP as shown in sec

tion 2, after which we can use the method for case II or III repspectively. An augmented mul

tipoint system is to be preferred over an augmented parameter system as long as m S n.
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